Note for invitation of quotation for installation of Cold Room in Udaigiri Hostel with following specification:-

Room Dimensions (L X W X H) in feet = 10’ X 8’ X 10’ Ext. (ht) – Cold Room
Room Temperature = 2 to 4 deg. C for Cold Room
Temperature outside Cod room = 47 deg. C
Product to be stored = Misc.
Daily Loading = 500 kg per day / for Cold Room
Product incoming Temperature = 32 deg. C for Cold Room
Pull down Time = 15 hrs
Door opening considered = 1hr./24 hr.
Puff insulation = 60mm thick for cold Room. (inside SS-304
And outside - PPGI)
Refrigerant = R-22 for Cold Room

The Quotation (Technical & Financial) sealed in separate envelop should reach to warden
Udaigiri hostel latest by 4 March 2013 at 5.00 PM Sharp.

Warden Udaigiri Hostel